It’s not just
a handle,
it’s a...
can be used in the same way as standard
d

On both the ‘with-key’ and ‘keyless’
options the internal switch locks the
door spindle. If the spindle can’t turn
the door can’t open.

Option one
The ‘with-key’ option can be used in the same way as standard
door handles, with the added Lock Lock switch protection.

Option two
The ‘keyless’ option is perfect for doors that you never lock from the
outside. Police approved security with seamless looks and simplicity.

Gowith
keyless
Lock your door
a key,and
or lock lock it with
the internal switch

On both the ‘with-key’ and ‘keyless’
options the internal switch locks the
door spindle. If the spindle can’t turn
the door can’t open.

Option one
The ‘with-key’ option can be used in the same way as standard
door handles, with the added Lock Lock switch protection.

Option two
The ‘keyless’ option is perfect for doors that you never lock from the
outside. Police approved security with seamless looks and simplicity.

Go keyless and lock lock it with
the internal switch

Lever lever long fixing
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Again, and again, and again.

211

200,000 cycles
EN1906 Grade 7 (highest level)

Weather protected.

92

Durability

248

Powder coated finishes - 1500+ hours
EN1906 Grade 4 (highest level)

32

11.5

32

Plated finishes - 1500+ hours
EN1906 Grade 4 (highest level)

11.5

Salt spray

Nickel
Nickel
Copper
Copper

A NEW HANDLE ON LOCKING
9 ways that Lock Lock protects where handles don’t.

Reinforced Cast Zinc

TS007 2 star BSI Kitemark KM 657241
PAS 024 (enhanced security)
Secured by Design

44

Accreditations

12

12

Lever pad
32

13

20

Key hunt not required

Curved design

11.5

Hard to grip and tear off

Lock block

75

Box quantity

32

Finish 5 years
Mechanical 10 years
11.5

Guarantee

There are 2 layers of nickel and then 2 layers of copper on every
highly-polished Lock Lock handle. This is why it performed well
beyond the highest weather rating standard (grade 5) on a TS007
salt spray test. Looking great, and for longer.
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PROTECT
WHAT MATTERS

Stops the spindle from turning
92

211

248

Stops entry from forcing the lever

PVC
130mm
Composite 104mm
12

Handed

An easier way to lock lock your door

Sacrificial spindle
Lock fail-safe
Stops the door being locked
just on the latch

44

Spindle lengths

High strength steel alloy M6
EN1906 Grade 1 (highest level)

62

Fixing type

12

No

Emergency safe

Lever lever short fixing
Finishes

Spindle knuckle

White, black (powder coated)
Chrome (double nickel, double copper, chrome)
Gold (double nickel, double copper, chrome, PVD)
Brushed stainless

Stops the spindle from being pushed through

Spindle grub screws
Stops the spindle from
being pulled out

Reinforced body
Withstands forced attack

Hi-strength fixings
Encased cylinder

TS007
KM657241

Can’t be grabbed with mole grips

Lock Lock
Product code builder
Suffix
LCDH-

Lever type
Lever Pad
LL
LP

Backplate
Long Short
L
S

Just lift the handle and flick the switch to secure your home
from inside. No more late night key hunts when you’re tired
and just want to get to bed!

Colour
Cylinder
Spindle length
White Black Chrome Gold Stainless Without With Composite PVC
BL
CH
WH
SS
GO
CP
C

Example: A white lever lever, long back plate, to take a cylinder on a PVC door would be LCDH-LLLWHC-P

1500+ hours

Accreditation requirement
240 hours

210% stronger than
standard handles

There’s an emergency and you need to get out of the
house. Fast. What’s the last thing you want to be doing?
Searching for keys.
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www.lock-lock.co.uk

A Brisant-Secure product

